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 Questions will range from
 There are

1, 2, 4 & 6 marks in the exam

8 areas of Industrial & Commercial Processes you need to be aware of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Scale of Production
Materials Processing & Forming
Joining Methods
Adhesives
Heat Treatment
Finishing Techniques
Manufacturing processes for Batch Production
Health & Safety
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 You should

know about the following things when revising this section:
•

Characteristics, applications, advantages and
disadvantages of one-off production, batch
production, and mass production
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As it’s name would suggest, this process is the design and
manufacture of a single item / product.
One-off / ‘Jobbing’ production is labour-intensive, making
the product expensive to buy, as there will be no other like it.
This production process
often requires a high
level of skill, but in terms
of investment in to
machinery its relatively
low.
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This is system of manufacturing used to produced a fixed
quantity / batch of identical items – often using jigs and
templates

Depending on the quantity being produced, a batch may be as
small as 12 , and as high as several thousands, for example. This
process sits between one-off and mass production.

This process allows companies better control of
their cash flow – they do not have to invest lots of
money in products that will be stored in a
warehouse for long periods of time. These
companies use ICT to manage their stock control
and ensure that they are not investing too much
money in stock that could go to waste.
Tools and machines are set up specifically to produce the parts and
components needed for a particular product, they are then used to produce
parts for other products, with tools that are not required being stored away
for later use should another similar batch of products be required.
This process combines human labour with that of machines, so labourintensive products will mean higher costs. In these cases CNC machinery
will be used to reduce costs.
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This process involves making the same product continuously.
Mass production often involves production / assembly
lines – some of these are run 24 / 7 as its more
economical (continuous / flow production e.g. cars).
Making products in such high
quantities will require more
expensive machinery, tools &
moulds – the cost of these have to
recovered in the overall cost of the
product, but sue to the high
volume of the product being sold,
the actual price is quite low.
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Production
Scale

Characteristic

Advantages

Disadvantages

• Highly Skilled workers
• Constant discussion with
client
• Specialist area of work such
as furniture / jewellery

• Unique product each
time
• Products can be made
to measure

• Very expensive
• You might have to
wait a long time for the
item to be made

Batch

• Production-line set up
• Workers semi-skilled and
flexible
• Parts often bought from
other companies and
assembled
• Uses jigs and templates

• Quick response to
customers’ demands
• Production line can
be changed quickly

• Tools need to be reset
for new production run

Mass

• Semi-automated with much
computer control
• High level of investment in
machinery

• Low unit costs
• Can operate 24/7

• Initial machinery and
tooling costs are very
high

One-off /
Jobbing
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 You should

know about the following things when revising this section:
•
•
•

Processes relating to a range of materials
Processing & forming techniques
Their advantages & disadvantages when
joining materials and components
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In industry there many different types of production processes, but there are
8 basic production processes that you need to be aware of.
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Before we look at the 8 basic production methods, you need to be aware that
when processing and forming materials they fall into two main areas:

A process that allows a material to change its shape without changing its
state e.g. vacuum forming / wood laminating

A process that involves a change of state within the material being used
(changing the material from a solid state to a liquidised / plasticised state in
order to be processed) e.g. sand casting
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A process used to produce complex
shapes such as car engines parts,
kitchen and bathroom taps.

This process can be carried out in any workshop – including school! It’s a cheap and simple
process than can be used to cast metals such as aluminium. The only real drawback the
process has is that a pattern of the final product needs to be made first in order to make the
sand mould – this can be a difficult and time consuming.
The quality of the final product depends on the quality of the mould used. Any defects in
the mould will also appear in the final cast product – if this happened the item is likely to be
rejected wasting time and money
Advantages

Disadvantages

• Any waste can be reused
• Complex shapes and forms can be achieved
• Hollow products can be achieved with the
use of cores

• Consumes a great deal of energy in order
to melt metal (link to LCA)
• A new sand cast has to be packed for each
product made
• Packing sand is time consuming
• secondary machining often required to
produce flat surfaces
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This process can be done using :
• Hand Drill (manually operated)
• Cordless Drill (manually operated)
• Pillar Drill (generally manually
operated but can be CNC controlled)

The process of drilling is
one of the most common
processes to be used,
there are several types of
drills that are used in
combination with different
sized drill bits.
Drill

Advantages

Disadvantages

• Portable

• You provide the power
• Will only hold drill bits up to
10mm

Cordless Drill

• Portable
• Various drill speeds
• Can be made to run in
reverse
• Can also be used to put in
and take out screws

• Power is limited by battery
size and type
• Charging batteries can be
time consuming
• Will only hold drill bits up to
10mm

Pillar Drill

• Can be used continuously
• Chuck can be removed to
hold larger drill bits
•Dill speed can be varied

• Fixed in one position
• Can be dangerous

Hand Drill
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This process involves a ‘lathe’ and
allows circular wooden products
to be produced e.g. fruit bowls
and chair legs
This process has its advantages as it
allows one-off products to be
produced, and allows small offcuts of
wood to be re-used (sustainability)
You may be asked to label this!

Wood turning is a
dangerous and highly
skilled process, its labour
intensive unless a CNC
lathe is used.

Wood turning can either
be done on the faceplate
(to make hollow items
such as fruit bowls), or
between centres (to
make things like
spindles).

Advantages
• Waste can be
reused for other
purposes e.g. animal
bedding
• One-off shapes and
products can be
produced
• Small off cuts from
workshop can be
turned into other
products

Disadvantages
• Long objects can flex if not supported along their length
• Once an object has been removed its difficult to reset it to its
centre
• Work tools can be damaged if incorrect speeds and tool feed
rates are used
• Tools need regular sharpening
• Work piece and tools can get very hot
• Difficult to make exact copies by hand
• Tools can catch on edges which can be dangerous
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This process involves a ‘centrelathe’, its similar to a wood lathe
but has no outside spindle.
Metal turning is used to create
cylindrical pieces of metal like
bolts, screws, and also adding
‘threads’ onto items.

The processes that can be carried out using a
metal lathe are known as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Facing
Parallel Turning
Taper Turning
Parting
Drilling
Knurling
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Advantages

Disadvantages

• Chuck can hold a variety of sizes and lengths

• Very difficult to set up non-cylindrical items

• Vary accurate sizing can be achieved with
fine adjustments of the cross slide

• Long objects can flex if not supported along their
length

• Drilling and tapping can be carried out

• Once an object has been removed its difficult to reset it
to its centre

• Holes will be drilled in line with the axis of
the work
• Cylindrical cast items may be turned to
achieve a smooth surface finish
• Bigger tubes can be turned using the outside
of the three jaw chuck

• Work tools can be damaged if incorrect speeds and
tool feed rates are used
• Tools need regular sharpening
• Workpiece and tools can get very hot
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This is a production process used to
make strong hollow plastic
products e.g. bottles.
This process uses a ‘parison’ – this is an extruded piece a plastic that air can be
blown through (like a hosepipe). The parison in fed into a mould and compressed
air is forced through it – forcing it into the shape of the mould.
This is a
cheap and
non labour
intensive
process, ideal
for
continuous
flow
production
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Advantages

Disadvantages

• Cheap unit costs
• Highly automated process
• Not very labour intensive
• Ideal for high volume, continuous production (can
be run 24/7)
• Very little secondary finishing required due to
nature of plastic material and mould surface finish

• Initial machine and tooling costs are high
• Not suitable for small production runs
• Sometimes a seam is left around the object where the mould
closes
• Products sometimes need to have flashing removed

Tip:
You may be asked to label a diagram of
this process!
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This is a process used in conjunction with
thermoplastics to make common items such as
washing up bowls, and cases for household
electrical goods.
The process allows several items to be made in the
same mould, it has a high level of accuracy & has
a low unit cost due to its suitability to mass
produced items.
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Tip:
You may be asked to label the diagram!
Advantages

Disadvantages

• Can operate 24 hours a day
• Can be used to make different coloured products
• Inserts such as screwdriver blades can be inserted directly into the
handle
• Several smaller items can be manufactured in a single mould
• Suitable for high volume / continuous production
• High level of accuracy
• Identical components formed each time
• Little or no secondary surface finishing is required
• Unit costs are low in comparison to initial set up costs

• Initial machine and mould costs are high
• Some flashing may have to be removed

• Sprue pins need to be cut off
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This process is generally used to make
food packaging items.

This a cheap process,
however, results in accuracy
and quality of finish can vary
due to materials bursting /
popping during the process,
and webbing between
moulds often means wasted
raw materials as these
products cannot be used.

Advantages
• Lightweight, hollow products can be made
• Relatively cheap mould can be made in the school
workshop using MDF
• Surface textures can be moulded into products

Vacuum formed products are hollow and
lightweight, it involves heating a thermoplastic
and stretching it over a mould by creating a
vacuum in the pellum.

Disadvantages
• Thermoplastic materials can thin too much and pop
• Webs can form between items meaning that the formed product
cannot be used
• Products need to be trimmed and cut out
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This is a process involves building up layers of
wood around a former to achieve a desired shape
or curve. The layers are glued together with PVA
or Cascamite.
*Larger objects will need to use a vacuum table or
bag to create an atmospheric pressure that forced
the wood layers together in the mould
Advantages
• Complex shapes can be achieved
• Large sections can be built up to
improve mechanical strength
• Several small products can be
laminated at the same time

Disadvantages
• Requires a former to be made to form
over, even for one-off production
• Special adhesives have to be used if
components are to be put outside

• Must be left for 24 hours in order for
adhesive to dry
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Extrusion is a process used to
manufacture products that have a
regular / fixed cross sectional profile –
such as tubing.
Extrusion can be plastic or metal, but
both results in a seamless product being
manufactured. The initial set up costs for
either process are high, but they allow
high tolerances to be produced with
excellent surface finishes.
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Tip:
Learn the labeled diagrams of both
extrusion processes and an explanation
about how they work
Advantages

Disadvantages

• Continuous lengths can be produced
• Complex profiles can be achieved
• Seamless tubes can be produced
• Small production runs can achieved with relative ease

• Excellent surface finish on plastics
• Very high tolerances can be achieved

• Initial set up costs of machinery and its upkeep are high
• Die costs are very high
• Hot extrusion of metals such as steel can leave oxidised surface
finish
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Process
Sand Casting

Drilling

Wood & Metal
Turning

Blow Moulding

Uses

Advantages

Disadvantages
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Process
Injection
Moulding

Vacuum
Forming

Laminating

Plastic & Metal
Extrusion

Uses

Advantages

Disadvantages
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 You should

know about the following things when revising this section:
•

•

Temporary and permanent joining
techniques
Their advantages & disadvantages
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 There are

2 types of joining methods:

•
•

Temporary
Permanent

Temporary
This means that the product can
be taken apart and put back
together again (more than once)

Permanent
This means that you can’t take the
product apart (unless you break it)
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Temporary
 There are

•
•
•
•

4 types of temporary joints:
Tapping & Threading
Nuts, Bolts, Washers
Screws
Knock-down Fittings
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Tapping & Threading
Can be carried out on both metals and plastics
Standard thread sizes are used commercially

•
•

Tapping
•
•
•
•
•

Process of cutting the internal (female screw thread)
A hole is required to be drilled first, smaller than that of
the screw, to allow the taps to be used.
Three taps are used in sequence; taper, second & plug
tap
Tap is held in tap wrench
A lubricant must be used during process

Threading
•
•
•

•

Cutting of an external (male) screw thread.
Split die is held in die stock
Split die can be adjusted by altering the pressure on the
three screws
Poor alignment will result in ‘drunken thread’

Tap

You may be
asked to
name these
in an exam!!!

Split Die

•Can be done in plastic or
metal
•Size of thread can be
varied
•Buts and bolts are widely
available for use with
tapped or threaded
components
•Easy to break both taps
and dies if dropped or too
much pressure is used on
them (made from high
speed steel)
•Taps easily broken when
threading ‘blind’ holes.
•Difficult to start threading
and keep the thread
parallel to axis of what is
being threaded (drunken
thread)
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Nuts, Bolts and Washers

Nut

Usually a collar, made from metal
with a threaded hole to allow a
bolt to fit in to.
Most are hexagonal in shape, but
they also come in square, wing
nuts, and locking nuts (nylon
inserts to stop it working loose)
Can be undone so items can be
taken apart (think about
sustainability!)
Lock nuts can be used for a firm
fixing
100% recyclable
Can loosen with vibration
Head can het worn down if
incorrect size is used

Washer

Placed between the nut and a
piece of work, and also between
the bolt head and a piece of
work.
Protects surface from being
damaged when the nut or bolt is
tightened
Spreads the load of the
tightening action to prevent
loosening action caused by
vibrations
Can be undone so items can be
taken apart (think about
sustainability!)
100% recyclable

Bolt

Made of high-tensile steel, can
withstand forces applied to them
Have an hexagonal head and a
screw thread at the other
Can be undone so items can be
taken apart (think about
sustainability!)
100% recyclable
Can loosen with vibration
Head can het worn down if
incorrect size is used
Temporary fixing to secure parts that can easily
be undone – think sustainability & the lifecycle! Allows products to be disassembled and
recycled / re-used.
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Screws
•
•

•
•
•

Wood screws are a reliable & neat way
of joining wood
Temporary join as they can be easily
removed unless used with an adhesive!
Classified by their length, gauge, head,
and material
Usually made from steel or brass
Brass screws are normally used for
outside fixing as the steel would rust in
weather conditions
•Can be easily removed / taken apart (link to sustainability)
•Some new screws don’t require a pilot hole being drilled first
•Can be used to join dissimilar materials e.g wood to plastic
•Steel screws rust if used outside
•Some screws can be quite hard to remove
•If screws shear off they are hard to remove
•Screws can split the timber if pilot holes are not correctly
prepared

Countersunk
head

Round
head

Countersunk

Countersunk screws sit
within the surface of the
material to give a flat
appearance. They require a
pilot hole to be drilled first,
before using a countersunk
drill bit.
Whereas roundheads sit
above the surface (still
require a pilot hole)
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Knock-down fittings
•
•

•
•
•

Allow joints to be made & taken
apart quickly & easily
Construction of joints from knowdown fittings allow product to be
flat packed, easy for transportation
& storage
Used extensively in production of
furniture and kitchens
Most common KDF are nylon joint
blocks screwed into the corners,
fastened together by a steel boat
Mainly used on Chipboard & MDF

Think about…

What might the environmental impact be on
using KDF’s?
(Materials, transport, storage, sustainability,
pollution, size, user?)

Permanent
 There are

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10 types of permanent joints:
Nails
Butt joints
Halving joints
Rebate joints
Housing joints
Mortise and tenon joints
Dowel joints
Soft soldering
Brazing
Welding
Rivets
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Nails
•
•
•
•

Quick method of joining wood
Difficult to withdraw a nail
Nails 3 times longer than the width of the wood you are joining
should be used
Sold according to type and length

Round Wire

Made from steel wire
Round in section with a flat head
General purpose joinery
12-150mm in length
Big flat head makes it easy to hit
Often serrated to help grip
Longer nails may bend when
being hammered in

Oval Wire

Made from an oval, section wire
Round in section with a flat head
Fixing floorboards to joists, and
general joinery
12-150mm in length
Can can be punched below the
surface & hole can be filled
Very difficult to get out once in
as head is below the surface

Panel Pin

Thinner pins in length up to
50mm
Used for finer work, mitre and lap
joints
Small head can be punched
below the surface with a nail
punch & hole can be filled
Bend more easily due to their
thinness
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Wood Joints
Butt Joints

• Simplest form of joint
• Weak as they only have 1 gluing area
• Can be pulled apart easily
• Often used on cheap furniture
• Can be strengthened by adding
dowels

Halving Joints

• Made by cutting away half the
thickness on both pieces of material
• Used on corners, tees or cross halving
• Stronger than butt joints, and can be
strengthened further by adding dowels
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Wood Joints

Housing Joint

• Cut in to natural timber and
manufactured boards.
• Commonly used in cabinet
construction for shelves and dividers

Rebate Joints (lap)

• Also known as ‘lap joints’
• One part of wood has a rebate cut in
to it, other is left plain
• Rebate cut is usually half the thickness
of the material to be inserted
This question has appeared in the exam
before! Pupils get it wrong as they look for
‘lap joint’ and an answer instead of rebate!
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Wood Joints

Dowel Joint

• Same as a butt joint, but have dowel
to reinforce them
• Dowels made from beech or ramin
• Holes are drilled in both pieces of
wood
• Dowels are secured in place using PVA
glue

Mortise and Tenon
Joints

• Widely used in furniture and frame
construction
•Mortise is marked out with a mortise
gauge and cut with a mortise chisel
•Width of the tenon is 1/3 of the width
of the shoulder

This question has appeared in the exam
before! Know which part is the mortise, and
which is the tenon!
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Metal Joints

Soft Soldering

Making joints in brass, copper,
and tinplate.
Use of flux to clean surfaces to
be joined (aids flow of solder and
removes oxide build up)
Joint and component is heated
with a soldering iron before
solder is applied
Used on various metals
Relatively low temperature
involved
Can take long time to set up

Brazing

Use of a gas burning torch to heat component
Flame intensity is controlled by the mixing of gas and
air
Flux (borax) is mixed with water to form a paste and
applied to the joint
Flux assists spelter to flow and prevents excess
oxidation
Brazing spelter is the material that fills / joins the metal
together, melts at 875 oC
Only suitable for use with mild steel due to
temperatures involved
Creates a strong joint
Burning of flux releases fumes into the atmosphere
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Metal Joints
Rivets

Used in sheet metal, but can be used to also join wood / acrylic
to metal
Available in a range of heads and made from soft iron
Pop rivets are useful when you can only access 1 side of a
material, or very thin materials
Pop rivet works by being drawn up through a pre-drilled hole
with a gun, the head ‘pops’ / deforms when it reaches a certain
point.
Can be drilled to undo joints
Joints can be created as hinges
Little specialist equipment is required
Snap-riveting can be time consuming

Welding

Melts and fuses two pieces of
metal together, joint is as good
as original metal
Electric arc welding & MIG are
commonly used in schools
Creates a strong fused joint
Some devices are portable and
can easily be transported
Need to wear very dark goggles
Can be only be used to join
similar materials

Naming a pop rivet
has featured in the
exam before!

Temporary
Joint
Tapping &
Threading

Nuts, Bolts,
Washers

Screws

Knock-down
fitting

Uses

Advantages

Topic 3

Disadvantages

Permanent
Joint
Nails

Butt Joint

Halving Joint

Rebate Joint

Uses

Advantages
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Disadvantages

Permanent
Joint
Housing Joint

Dowel Joint

Mortise and
tenon Joint

Uses

Advantages
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Disadvantages

Permanent
Joint
Soft Soldering

Brazing

Welding

Rivets

Uses

Advantages

Topic 3

Disadvantages
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 You should

know about the following things when revising this section:
•
•

Adhesives when joining materials
Their advantages & disadvantages
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Contact adhesive

PVA (polyvinyl
acetate)

Common woodworking adhesive
Easy use & strong (joint dependant)
Needs to be held under pressure with
clamps whilst glue sets
Not waterproof
2-3 hours setting time
Excess can be removed with a damp
cloth
Doesn’t stain
Long shelf life
Most types aren’t waterproof

Sticks on contact
Widely used to glue large sheets of thin
laminate to kitchen work surfaces
Both surfaces to be coated with adhesive
& left to dry of 20 mins before bonding
Once brought in to contact there is no
repositioning
20-30 minutes setting time
Works well on large flat surfaces
Can be used to join dissimilar materials
Does not allow repositioning
Gives off fumes that can cause illness
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Tensol Cement

Used for gluing acrylic
Clear liquid with a solvent base that evaporates easily
Applied to the joint after it has been put together
Works by attacking surface its been exposed to
Not very strong
Requires large gluing area, and the masking off of any areas not
wanting to be in contact with the Tensol
2-Creates a good bond between the surfaces
Gives off fumes that can result in illness
Very smooth surfaces need to be roughened slightly

Epoxy Resin

Versatile but expensive!
Used on almost any clean, dry materials
Adhesive supplied in 2 parts
Chemical reaction occurs by mixing equal parts of
resin & hardener
Hardening occurs at once
Smooth surfaces need to be roughened slightly to
allow adhesive to grip better
Used to join dissimilar materials
Good joint-filling properties
Waterproof
Too expensive to use on large scale work
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 You should

know about the following things when revising this section:
•
•
•

Heat Treatment processes
Their advantages & disadvantages
How they can be used to alter the
properties of materials
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• Heat treatment is the heating & cooling of
metal in a controlled manner
• Allows changed to be made in properties
of metal (increase hardness , reduce
brittleness)
• 3 ways to carry out heat treatment
 There are

3 heat treatment processes you should know about:
•
•
•

Hardening & Tampering
Annealing
Case Hardening
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Hardening & Tempering
•

Process to increase the hardness of steel

•
•

Only be used on steel with more than
carbon content
Necessary process for any tools (scribers, drills and punches)
that are made from medium-carbon or silver steel

•

Hardening involves heating the steel to over
oC (turns
a dull red colour)
Once uniformly heated it is quenched immediately in water &
oil
The steel has improved hardness but is still a little brittle
Tempering allows the hardness to be reduced slightly to
produce a more elastic & tougher material that will retain a
cutting edge
Steel is cleaned with wire wool / emery cloth to allow the oxide
to be formed on the surface to be seen easily
Re-heating the steel allows an oxide to appear on the surface
Once it reaches its appropriate colour change its quenched in
water

•
•
•
•
•
•

0.4%

720

•Allows hardness to be
increased for specific
purposes
•Once hardened it needs
to be tempered
•Product has to be
cleaned so that the colour
change can be seen
•Cannot harden steel with
a carbon content lower
than 0.4%

Annealing
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
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When metal is deformed by bending, rolling, or
hammering (cold working), it creates structural
changes.
The metal becomes more difficult to work with as
it has become more hardened through the cold
working
Annealing restores the metal’s initial structure.

Restores initial structure of material by
relieving internal stresses
Process involves heating metal to a
certain temperature (material dependant)
& then allowing it to cool
Dip/pickling of brass and copper often
take place after annealing, where the
material is placed in dilute sulphuric acid
Annealing process leaves a scale on the
surface of the material that can be
removed by the dipping / pickling,
making it smooth again

•Allows material to be
softened so that further
deformation can take
place
•Surface produces a scale
when heated which is
difficult to clean
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Case Hardening
•
•

•
•

Metal heated to a cherry red colour
Dipped into a carbon powder and left to
cool

•

Process repeated
times to increase
the metal’s hardness
Re-heating process allows carbon to
absorbed into the materials surface
On final re-heating to a cherry red its
quenched in water
Useful process for making tool holders
and drive shafts that require a hard outer
surface

•
•
•

3-4

Process used for hardening mild steel with a
carbon content of less than 0.4%
Gives a carbon rich skin whilst keeping the
internal and ductile properties

•Soft centre is left in
comparison to the
hardened outer surface
•Repetition of the process
is required in order to
make a significant
difference
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Process

Hardening
Tempering

Annealing

Case
Hardening

Uses

Advantages

Disadvantages
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 You should

know about the following things when revising this section:
•
•

Finishing techniques
How they are used to improve the
performance, appearance and quality of
a manufactured product
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 There are

6 finishing techniques you should know about:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wax
Polish
Stain
Paint
Plastic Dip-coating
Electroplating
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Varnish, Wax & Stain
Stain
Varnish

Provide a heatproof &
waterproof finish to woods,
resistant to knocks
Synthetic resins (plastic
varnishes) produce a harder
tougher finish than shellacs
(natural)
Applied with brush or in a spray
in thin coats
Available in a range of shades &
mat/gloss finishes
Heatproof & waterproof
Time-consuming due to wood
needing a rub down with wire
wool after each application
Any dust in workshop can stick to
wet varnish

Wax Polish

Produces dull gloss shine on woods
Made with beeswax dissolved in
turpentine
Applied with a cloth
Surface needs to be sealed before
application
Addition of silicon wax / carnauba wax
increases durability of wood
Shows off / increases natural
appearance of wood
Requires sealing first
Prone to marking / staining, especially
when in contact with water

Enhances natural grain of timber
Decorative finish of woods due to its
even application of colour
Application with a brush or a cloth,
however In industry they are sprayed
/ dipped for a more even and
quicker application
Available in water/oil/spirit based
forms
Available in a wide range of colours,
and can also mimic colours of other
woods
Cheaper softwoods can be given the
impression of a more expensive
looking material
Quicker drying time of spirit-based
stain
Oil-based stains last longer and are
more versatile
Spirit and oil-based stains are
flammable & give off toxic fumes
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Paint
Painted metal
Painted wood

Provides a decorative & protective
layer
Requires sealing of knots first & the
use of a primer / undercoat
Paints are generally oil / polyurethane
based
Can be applied with a brush, roller or
spray
Available in a wide range of colours
Increases durability of wood
Provides a waterproof coating
Can be time-consuming due to the
preparation of material first (sanding,
sealing, priming, undercoating)
Requires several coats, needs rubbing
down between each coat

Provides a decorative & protective layer
Requires degreasing of surface oxides first
Further oxidisation is prevented by applying a re-oxide paint
first
Like wood, a primer and a base coat is also required before the
final top coat
Can be applied with a brush, roller, or spray – industry use
spray booth that can extract the smell and fumes, and in some
cases the spraying is carried out by robots to achieve a higher
quality finish
Hammerite is normally used on garden gates/fences and cast
iron drain pipes as it can be applied without surface
preparation
Available in a wide range of colours
Provides a waterproof coating (stops metal from rusting if
outside)
Robotic sprayers provide a higher quality finish
Hammerite paint can be used to reduce preparation time
Can be time-consuming due to the preparation of material first
(degreasing,, priming, undercoating)
Requires several coats, and needs rubbing down between each
coat
Hammerite is difficult to apply
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Plastic Dip-coating & Electroplating

Plastic dip-coating

Provides a protective finish for metals
Used for hanging baskets, kitchen drainers,
brackets and tool handles
Requires degreasing before heating to 180oC
Plunged into a bath of fluidised powder
(plastic)
Plastic sticks to the surface and forms coating,
plastic coat is fused by being placed back in an
oven
Available in a wide range of colours
Provides a glossy surface finish that needs no
secondary finishing
Can crack / peel off over time

Electroplating

Finish applied to metal like brass and
copper to increase their decorative
appearance by making them look more
like silver / chromium
Cheaper base metal use with more
expensive metal over the top
Process carried out by electrolysis
Product is charged, solution acts as a
conductor
More aesthetically pleasing
Cheaper metals can be used to reduce
overall cost to customer
Expensive process
Time-consuming to achieve required layer
of thickness
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 You should

know about the following things when revising this section:
•

How to use jigs and patterns when
manufacturing products and
components
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In school you design and make one off
products . In industry, where thousands are
made, there needs to be a more efficient
way of making things. This is where

patterns & jigs are used

Patterns / Templates
• Used to mark out a number of identical components
• Often made from metal and is used by drawing around its
edges
• Useful when marking out complex shapes
• Used repeatedly for batch production
• Requires highly skilled worker to make patterns
• Can take a long time to make the pattern
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Jigs
• Work holding device for a single component, to allow
identical copies to be made
• Held against the workpiece that is being cut/drilled etc..
As opposed to fixed to a table
• Can speed up manufacture
• Takes a long time set up
• If set up incorrectly, components are manufactured wrong
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Don’t just be clear on the advantages and disadvantages of each! Make
sure you know how they speed up production, reduce wastage during
production and result in a cheaper production cost! Also, make sure
you know what tool is used to draw around a template depending on
the material you are drawing onto!

Tip!

Process

Jig

Pattern / Template

Advantages

Disadvantages
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 You should

know about the following things when revising this section:
•
•

How to describe safe working practices
How to identify workshop hazards and
precautions
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Health and safety is not just important in our own
studio and workshop. In industry in needs to be
considered in

Designing

4 key areas.

Manufacture

Use

It is not just practical safety rules, it has
wider implications that you must
understand for the exam.

Disposal
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Safe Working Practices
• Keeping work area clean and tidy
• Keeping area around benches free from trip hazards
• Checking tools before they are used (making sure any
damaged or blunt tools are reported)
• Reporting of faults, breaks or damages
• Keeping both hands on the cutting edge when using a
sharp tool (e.g. chisel)

Basic safety involves knowing:
 what to wear
 how to behave
 how to keep the working environment
safe
 working safely
 accident procedure
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What to wear
•
•
•
•
•
•

No loose clothing
Removal of jewellery
Wear an apron
Tie up long hair
Suitable footwear
Make sure you are wearing the correct PPE for the
machine you are using!

How to behave
• Act sensibly
• Don’t rush around
• Don’t distract others
• Carry tools & equipment carefully
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Safe Working Environment
• Be aware of potential hazards (electrical, chemical, heat,
dust)
• Use correct PPE (personal protective equipment) for
tools, machines and materials being used
• Check all equipment before use for damages
• Look at the risk assessment for the activity you are
carrying out

Safety symbols
• Things you have to do
(mandatory) are shown in blue
• Hazard warnings are shown within
a diamond shape
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What else is put in place….
• Risk assessments – an employer must weigh up the
advantages/ disadvantages of any process. Is it worth the
time reduction? Cost?
• Training- Manufactures must provide appropriate training
for their staff and managers.
• Maintenance checks on equipment/ facilities.
• Appropriate working environment (ventilation.)
• Testing of products (materials and in use.)
• Using machines to perform dangerous processes.
• Ensure all health and safety equipment is provided.
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Disposal….

To ensure safety when a product is
disposed of, a designer needs to
consider the following:

• Can the component parts and
different materials be dismantled
without harm?
• Will dismantling result in the
release of toxic or harmful
substances?
• Will recycling materials, eg
melting down, cause release of
toxic or harmful substances?
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When it goes wrong….
In 2008 London Taxis burst into flames that summer. 11
more had at least caught fire.

London Taxis International ordered an emergency recall of
600 black cabs to be checked by their manufacturer.

Maclaren have had to provide over 1 million health and
safety guides with all their baby products after pressure
from parents.
16 children in the uk were injured on their buggies.
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